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1.

Introduction

Online homework systems have exploded in use in large introductory STEM courses in recent
years 10 , due to benefits to both students and instructors, such as immediate feedback, integration
with online content, and reduced grading workloads, although some concerns have also been
expressed 5 . Many current-generation online homework systems follow a model that is very
similar to traditional paper homework, in which a relatively small number of questions are
assigned each week, and students must complete each problem exactly once. Online-only features
often include question randomization, so students all receive slightly different versions of each
question, and immediate online grading and feedback.
Educational research and learning theory show that small numbers of single-practice problems
may not be the most effective learning strategy for students. Mastery learning theory 7 shows that
different students require different amounts of practice to achieve proficiency in a given skill, and
that all students require repeated practice 1 . Additionally, spaced-repetition theory 2 provides
evidence that it is more effective to space out repeated practices of the same or similar items 6 .
To incorporate both mastery learning and spaced-repetition concepts into online homeworks, we
developed the PrairieLearn web-based homework system. This system simultaneously models
both student ability and question difficulty and guides students by adaptively awarding students
different numbers of points to each question (positive for correct answers, negative for incorrect
answers). The objectives of this system are to: (1) enable students to practice solving randomized
problem variants repeatedly until mastery, (2) incentivize students to repeat questions until
mastery is achieved, and (3) provide immediate feedback about their current mastery level to the
student.
The PrairieLearn system was deployed in the course Introductory Dynamics at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, as part of a broader reform of the course 4;13 . More recently,
PrairieLearn has also served as a key part of a new Computerized Testing facility at the University
of Illinois 14 . In Section 2 we describe PrairieLearn in detail, before presenting student feedback
data in Section 3 and analyzing student behavior with PrairieLearn in Section 4. Finally,
conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2.

The PrairieLearn system
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The interface PrairieLearn presents to a student for a homework is shown in Figure 1. This is
implemented as an open-source Node.js server and a JavaScript web-app. For each homework,

Figure 1: The PrairieLearn homework overview page, showing the mastery score and
the list of questions, each with its current recommendation level, the number of points
that will be awarded if it is answered correctly, the number of points that will be
deducted if it is answered incorrectly, and the number of times that question has been
previously attempted. Questions are listed in order by estimated difficulty. The “HW
Score” is the score that the student will actually receive for this homework (a constant
factor multiplied by the Mastery Score, capped at 100%). The “Do a recommended
question” button will take the student to a randomly chosen question with a high
recommendation rating, or they can click on a specific question to do it directly.
the student has a mastery score that reflects PrairieLearn’s estimate of the student’s ability on this
homework assignment. To increase their mastery score, the student must answer questions
correctly, in any order they choose. A student can attempt a question as many times as they like
(whether answering correctly or incorrectly), but question parameters are randomized on every
attempt so the answer will always be different. See Figure 2 for an example of a question within
PrairieLearn.
To guide the student towards doing questions that will be productive and educationally valuable,
PrairieLearn uses a model of the student’s current ability (described below in Section 2.1) to
adaptively show a recommendation rating for each question, and also to change the points
awarded or deducted for correct or incorrect answers, respectively, to each question.
2.1.

Student/question model

PrairieLearn uses a parametric model to describe the interaction between students and questions.
In particular, it uses a three parameter logistic model 9 , which describes student i by an ability
parameter σi , and question j by a three-vector θj = (αj , βj , γj ). Then the question response
function is given by:
Prob(student i answers question j correctly) = f (σi , θj ) = γj +

This function is shown graphically in Figure 3. While this model is common for many
machine-learning tasks 9 , it has also been introduced independently in the context of item

(1)
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1 − γj
1 + eαj (βj −σi )

Figure 2: One question within PrairieLearn. The main box (upper left) contains the
question itself, which in this case asks the student to draw the vector v̂Q,guess as a guess
to the true velocity direction vector v̂Q of point Q. The question will be graded as
correct if the true velocity direction is within a certain tolerance δ, that is, if
kv̂Q − v̂Q,guess k < δ. Other question formats within PrairieLearn include numerical
answers and multiple choice. On the right side of the question page, the student can see
their current mastery score, as well as question-specific information including the
current recommendation level, the number of points that will be awarded if this question
is answered correctly, the number of points that will be deducted if this question is
answered incorrectly, and the number of times this question has already been attempted.
The buttons in the lower left will take the student to the next or previous question (in
order within the homework), or to a randomly chosen question with high
recommendation rating (the “Do a different question” button). The buttons in the lower
left allow the student to submit their current answer to this question either for points
(positive or negative, depending on correctness), or for practice, which will grade the
question but not update the student’s score in any way. Submitting a question in either
way will show the student whether they were correct, and what the true answer is,
before returning them to a new random instance of this same question.
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Figure 3: The logistic model that describes student/question interations within PrairieLearn.

response theory 11 within education, which is commonly used to understand student performance
on assessments.
The Mastery Score m computed by PrairieLearn for student i is the average probability of that
student answering a randomly-chosen question correctly. That is,
M
1 X
m=
E[f (σi , θj )].
M j=1

(2)

The model parameters in PrairieLearn are determined and updated in two separate phases. First,
question parameters θj = (αj , βj , γj ) are initially chosen by the instructor based on professional
judgment. Student parameters σi are initially all set to have a prior probability distribution given
by a standard normal distribution N (0, 1). As student i answers homework questions, their
student ability distribution function is updated by a Bayesian update rule 8 . At this point, an
“aging” term is included in the model to devalue repeated attempts at a question within a certain
window, thereby encouraging spaced repetition by students. Second, after the homework is
complete, question parameters θj are updated using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) 3;8 .
2.2.

Adaptive scoring and recommendations

The benefit that student i will derive from attempting question j is modeled by a utility function
U (σi , θj ). While determining the true utility function would be very difficult in practice,
PrairieLearn assumes that U is proportional to the derivative of the question response function f
with respect to the student ability, so
U (σi , θj ) =

∂
f (σi , θj ).
∂σi
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This choice reflects the insight that effective learning occurs when performing tasks for which
there is some moderate chance of success, but when success is not always guaranteed 6 . The
per-student adaptive question recommendations that PrairieLearn shows each student are
proportional to the expected value E[U ], normalized to a standard scale across all questions.

(3)

The adaptive scores that PrairieLearn presents to students are simply the amount that their
Mastery Score m will change if they get the question correct or incorrect. Assuming first correct
and then incorrect answers, the Bayesian update rule described above can be used to compute the
resulting updated student parameter distribution, and from this the resulting updated Mastery
Scores m+ and m− can be determined, respectively, giving:
points gained for correct answer = m+ − m
points lost for incorrect answer = m − m− .
3.

(4a)
(4b)

Student perceptions survey

A survey addressing student perceptions of the PrairieLearn system was administered in
Introductory Dynamics in Spring 2014, with results as shown in Figure 4. That semester was the
first semester in which PrairieLearn was used for credit and, to enable a side-by-side comparison,
Introductory Dynamics in that semester used both PrairieLearn as well as the pre-existing
non-adaptive homework system.
The survey results show that students like the idea of online homework (80% like against 4%
dislike) and that they prefer it to written homework (77% preferring online against 10% preferring
written). They generally work on the online homework themselves (63% agreeing versus 17%
disagreeing) and they broadly find the online homework in Introductory Dynamics to be of the
correct difficulty level (37% too hard, 42% just right, and 21% too easy).
When comparing the adaptive PrairieLearn system to the existing non-adaptive online homework
system in Introductory Dynamics, students were asked to compare on two different dimension:
(1) whether each system helped prepare them for exams, and (2) whether each system was helpful
in learning that material. PrairieLearn was thought to be beneficial both for exam preparation
(76% beneficial versus 13% non-beneficial) and understanding course material (63% beneficial
versus 23% non-beneficial). In contrast, the pre-existing non-adaptive homework system was
thought to be beneficial for understanding course material (61% beneficial versus 14%
non-beneficial), but was not thought to be very helpful for exam preparation (33% beneficial
versus 38% non-beneficial). Interestingly, PrairieLearn elicited significantly more extreme
opinions about whether it was beneficial for understanding the material (30% very beneficial
versus 12% very non-beneficial), when compared to the non-adaptive system (19% very
beneficial versus 4% very non-beneficial).
In summary, the adaptive PrairieLearn system was considered by students to be more beneficial
than the pre-existing non-adaptive system, but this effect was more pronounced for exam
preparation than understanding of course material.
4.

Student interactions with PrairieLearn
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To understand how students interacted with the PrairieLearn system, data was collected during the
Fall 2014 semester of the course Introductory Dynamics at the University of Illinois, with
N = 194 students. In the following subsections, we consider different analyses of this data to
understand whether PrairieLearn led to behaviors known to improve mastery, especially spacing
and repetition 6 .
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Figure 4: Student survey results (N = 408 students) from Introductory Dynamics in
Spring 2014, when the adaptive PrairieLearn system was introduced in conjunction with
the previous non-adaptive online homework system. See Section 3 for discussion.
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Figure 5: (a) Distribution of the average number of attempts per question (mean 6.0,
standard deviation 3.2). (b) Correlation of students’ exam score with the average
number of attempts per question (correlation coefficient of -0.14). See Section 4.1 for
discussion.
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Figure 6: (a) Distribution of the fraction of correct answers (mean 0.59, standard
deviation 0.09). (b) Correlation of students’ exam score with the fraction of correct
answers (correlation coefficient of 0.51). See Section 4.1 for discussion.
4.1.

Per-student metrics

Figure 5(a) shows the distribution of the per-student average number of attempts per question, and
Figure 5(b) shows the correlation of this quantity with the students’ total exam score (two
midterm exams plus one final). We see that students are repeating questions many times (mean of
6.0 attempts per question), which is encouraging from a repetition point of view, and that the
number of questions solved by students does not correlate with exam scores (it is actually slightly
negatively correlated).

To understand how the fraction of correct answers and the number of question attempts interact,
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The fraction of correct answers per student is shown as a distribution in Figure 6(a), and
correlated against exam scores in Figure 6(b). The average student solves questions correctly 59%
of the time, but there is wide variation. Unlike the number of attempts per question, the fraction
of correct answers does correlate with exam scores (correlation coefficient of 0.51).
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Figure 7: Correlation of the average number of attempts per question with the fraction
of correct answers (correlation coefficient of -0.29). See Section 4.1 for discussion.
they are plotted against each other in Figure 7, which shows they are negatively correlated
(correlation coefficient of -0.29). Combined with Figures 5 and 6, this suggests that some weaker
students are indeed practicing more on average than stronger students, but not enough to entirely
reach the same mastery level on average.
4.2.

Per-question, per-student metrics

To understand how often students try to solve a particular question before their first successful
attempt, Figure 8 shows several different histograms of the number of attempts per
student-question pair. That is, for every student i and every question j, a number nij is computed
and the histogram of nij is plotted. The subfigures within Figure 8 constructs nij in different
ways.
Figure 8(a) shows the histogram of the number of attempts per question (mean 7.9) for questions
with at least one attempt. This is somewhat higher on average than the mean of Figure 5(a), which
is computed per-student, because students who make many attempts have less impact in
Figure 5(a).
For each student i and question j, we say that question j is never solved by student i if that
student attempts the question at least once, but never submits a correct answer to that question.
Figure 8 shows the histogram of the number of attempts made for such questions. From this we
see that students typically give up fairly quickly if they can’t successfully solve a question, with
very few students persisting beyond three incorrect attempts.
In contrast to never-solved questions, we say that question j for student i is eventually solved if
the student submits at least one correct solution to that question. Figure 8(c) shows the histogram
of the number of attempts at eventually-solved questions, which has a slightly higher mean (9.0
attempts) than all questions, as the never-solved questions have a much lower mean.
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Figure 8(d) shows the number of incorrect attempts made by students on questions that they will
eventually solve. In many cases students have zero incorrect initial attempts, meaning that their
first attempt is successful, and we see that they typically solve the question correctly within the
first few attempts, with very few questions having beyond three incorrect initial attempts. This is
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Figure 8: Attempt patterns per student-question pair. (a) Distribution of the number of
attempts per question (mean 7.9, standard deviation 11.4). (b) Distribution of the
number of attempts per question for questions that the student never correctly solves
(mean 2.3, standard deviation 2.6). (c) Distribution of the number of attempts at
questions that the student does solve correctly (mean 9.0, standard deviation 12.1). (d)
Distribution of the number of attempts before the first correct solution, for questions
that the student does solve correctly (mean 1.0, standard deviation 2.2). See Section 4.2
for discussion.
consistent with the observation from Figure 8(b) that students will typically not persist beyond
about three incorrect attempts before giving up on a question.
4.3.

Ordering of question attempts
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As well as simply encouraging question repetition for improved learning, another objective of
PrairieLearn was to encourage spaced repetition by the use of a devaluing term for repeated recent
solutions of each question during the Bayesian parameter update (see Section 2.1). To see
whether students are indeed varying the order of questions that they solve, Figure 9 shows
question “trajectories” chosen by students for a single representative homework (Homework 4, on
tangential/normal bases). For Figures 9(a)–(c), we take three individual representative students.
For each student, we chronologically order all of their question attempts (the “attempt number”)
and plot against this the question number of each attempt. Recall from Section 2 that question
numbers are ordered by difficultly, so we might expect that students would start with
low-numbered (easy) questions and work up to high-numbered (hard) questions. Indeed, the

student (a) essentially used this pattern. In contrast, student (b) varied the question order more,
including two easy-to-hard passes over the questions, while student (c) significantly varied the
order in which they chose to attempt the questions.
To capture the full range of question-trajectories chosen by students, for each student we
computed the Kendall rank correlation coefficient (Kendall tau) 12 between the attempt number
and the question number sequences. This is a non-parametric statistic used to measure the
similarity of the ordering between two sequences, so a coefficient of 1 means that a student
attempted questions in a strictly increasing order of difficulty, while a coefficient of 0 means that
there was no correlation between the question difficulty and the order in which it was attempted,
meaning that students alternated or cycled between questions throughout the homework.
Figure 9(d) shows the histogram of Kendall tau coefficients for all students, with the three
representative students from Figures 9(a)–(c) marked. This shows that there was a wide range of
behaviors, with some students moving fairly linearly through the questions (tau coefficients near
1) and others moving in a less-linear order (tau coefficients towards 0). The average student had a
tau coefficient of 0.65, showing that representative student (b) is probably a reasonable model of
how a typical student chose to order their question attempts. This indicates that PrairieLearn is at
least somewhat successful at inducing students to vary the order in which they solve the
homework questions, rather than simply working through the homework in linear order, and it
suggests that PrairieLearn may be encouraging spaced-repetition learning.
5.

Conclusions

The PrairieLearn adaptive online homework system was developed and implemented within a
large introductory mechanics class (Introductory Dynamics) at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign in Spring 2014, and used again in subsequent semesters, as well as serving as
the platform for a new Computerized Testing facility 14 . Student feedback was collected in Spring
2014 (N = 408 students) and showed improved student ratings for the online homework system,
especially regarding its utility for exam preparation.
Student interaction data was collected in Fall 2014 (N = 194 students) and analyzed to
understand the usage patterns of PrairieLearn by students. We observed a high degree of
repetition on questions, which suggests that students were practicing to mastery on specific skills,
and there was also a significant degree of out-of-order question attempts, which may indicate that
students were gaining some benefits from spaced repetition.
We found that students choose highly individualized patterns to work through the homework
questions, and the number of questions attempted and fraction of correct attempts varied
significantly among students. Student exam success is not correlated with the number of question
attempts that students make, but it is correlated with the fraction of attempts that are correct
(correlation coefficient of 0.51).
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Of particular note is the fact that students did not persist with questions that they could not solve
within the first few (three or fewer) attempts. They either successfully solved the question within
the first few attempts, and were then prepared to solve it again repeatedly, or they gave up on that
question. This suggests that additional scaffolding may be necessary in such cases, and that
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Figure 9: Question number trajectories on Homework 4 for three different students,
with Kendall tau coefficients of (a) 0.91, (b) 0.50, and (c) 0.06. (d) Distribution of
Kendall tau coefficients for all students on Homework 4 (mean 0.65, standard deviation
0.25), with vertical lines showing the coefficients of the three example students.
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PrairieLearn should identify students who are about to give up on a question and provide them
with additional assistance or incentive to continue attempting that question.
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